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This paper presents a discussion of the structure of hereditary differential
systems defined on a Banach space with initial data m the space of p-integrable
maps. Both finite and infmite time histories are allowed. A unified approach to
Global and Local Cauchy problems on finite or infinite time intervals is
presented. An existence theorem for Carathkodory
systems and an existence
and uniqueness theorem for Lipschitz
systems are derived. In both cases
continmty of a solution with respect to the initial data is established.

1. INTRODUCTION
This work is concerned with the study of hereditary differential systems
with initial data which are not necessarily continuous. It also introduces
appropriate function spaces which constitute the basic framework for the
study of these systems. Fundamental results on existence, uniqueness and
the continuity of the solution with respect to the initial datum are presented.
Although hereditary differential systems with an initial datum in the space
of continuous functions have been extensively treated in the literature, a
study on the lines of this paper has apparently not been made.
Let N > 1 be an integer, let R be the set of real numbers, let a > 0 and
-a=&<
... < B1< 6, = 0 be elements of R, let E be a Banach space
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and let 9(---b, 0; E) be a vector space of maps 1(--b, 0) -+ E, where
co]. We denote by m the (complete)
% PI = b, PI C-IR f or (Y < /3 in [-cc,
Lebesgue measure on R and by f an arbitrary map
[t,, , tl[ x EN+l x F(-b,

0; E) -+ E,

where t,, E R and t1 E [t,, + a, +a].
The gZoba1 Cauchy problem with initial
datum h E S( -b, 0; E) consists of finding a map X: [t, , tr[ -+ E for which
x(t,) = h(0) and the map
s e?- a(s) =

h(s -

t,) for I(& -

6, t,,)

for I&, hl:

4s)

I

: I(t, -

b, t,) u [to , t,[ ---f E

(1.1)

satisfies the equation
(S)

(dqqt) = f (4 qt + 4&v qt + Q, Z(i),2,)

almost everywhere
is defined by

U.2)

in [t, , tr[, where for each z E [t, , ti[, Z, E S(-b,

0; E)

8++&(B)

(1.3)

=a(t+@I(-b,O)+E.

(More precise definitions and statements will be given in Section 3.) The
local and global aspects of the Cauchy problem will be unified by a slight
modification
of the concept of local solution in Section 3.1. The Cauchy
0; E) = C(-b, 0; E) (the
problem corresponding
to (S) and for 9(-b,
space of bounded continuous maps 1(-b, 0) -+ E) has been extensively
studied in the literature. An account of this can be found in R. Bellman and
K. L. Cooke [l], C. Corduneanu [6, 7j and J. K. Hale and C. Imaz [14].
To compile a complete and meaningful bibiliography
is in itself a formidable
task. For this reason we shall limit ourselves to a list of references. It is
interesting to note that when 9(-b,
0; E) is C(--6, 0; E), (S) is a special
case [15, 171 of the differential system

(wdqt)

= f(t, %>,

a.e. [to , tlG

associated with the map f: [t,, , tr[ x C(--6, 0; E) + E and the initial
h E C(-b, 0; E), since the map
h t-+ W%),...,

h(Q):

C(--6, 0; E) -+ EN+l

(1.4)
datum

(1.5)

is linear and continuous.
If t E [t, , tr[ is interpreted as time, the right side of the differential equation (S) depends on the time t and the past history of x corresponding to the
time interval 1(‘(t - b, t). We shall use the terminology “hereditary differential
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systems with constant delays” for such differential equations. These systems
have “@rite (resp., in$%ite) history” when b = a (resp., 6 = +oo).
Our objective is twofold. First the space of initial data will be enlarged
from C(--6,0; E) to the space of p-integrable maps, P(--b, 0; E),
1 <p < co (not to be confused with the space of equivalence classes of
such maps). In doing this it is no longer obvious that the Cauchy problem
for system (S) is a particular case of the corresponding Cauchy problem
for system (1.4). Secondly, the hypothesis which requires that f be continuous
in its arguments will be relaxed in favor of hypotheses of the Caratheodory
type, namely, measurability with respect to t and continuity with respect
to the other arguments. In order to obtain global existence (and uniqueness)
theorems as well as the continuity of the solution with respect to its initial
datum (Theorems 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7) we use two function spaces: one,
.iVP(-b, 0; E), in which the initial datum will be picked and another,
ACf’(t, , t; E), in which solutions will be sought. The spaces Mp(-b, 0; E)
are obtained when one considers a partition of the spaces Pp(-b, 0; E)
which is different from the one leading to the quotient space Lp. Notice
that the pointwise character of the initial datum 62is only used to obtain h(0)
which fixes the value of x at time t, . The remaining part of h can be treated
as an element of the space P(-b, 0; E) since f need anly be defined almost
everywhere for integration with respect to t. This very naturally leads us to
introduce the seminorm

on the space 29(--b, 0; E) and to construct the quotient of A?(--& 0; Ej
by its linear subspace consisting of all elements with zero seminorm. This
space is denoted by A@(-b, 0; E).
It is felt that the basic contribution
of this paper is the fact
that if we look at the right-hand side of Eq. (S) as a map defined on
[t,, , tl[ x EN x &I”(-b, 0; E) then we can make sense of Eq. (S) and we
can also obtain the appropriate existence, uniqueness and well-posedness
results with the enlarged space of initial data. The main results have been
announced in [8].
The particular framework adopted here is not arbitrary. It represents an
attempt to regularize the theory of hereditary differential systems with
specific applications to optimal control and stability theories in mind. In
particular, when E is a Hilbert space the spaces IVP(-b, 0; E) and
AC2(&, , t; E) are also Hilbert spaces. Then the theory of optimal control
for partial differential equations as developed by J. L. Lions [19] can be
effectively used for the study of linear optimal control problems for hereditary
differential systems. This will be done in a forthcoming series of papers [ 10,l l].
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Notations and Terminology
Let B be a Banach space and let B* denote its topological dual space.
We define the symbol <x, x*)n by <x, x*)n = x*(x), where the right-hand
side is the value of the linear form x* at the point x. The map
(x, x*) F+ (x, x*)~ is a bilinear form on B x B*.
Let f: E + F be a map between two real topological vector spaces E and F.
The map f is an isornorphism if it is bijective, linear and bicontinuous.
2. FUNCTION SPACES FOR THE STUDY
OF HEREDITARY DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS
This section contains the basic material relevant to the study of hereditary
differential systems. We shall use integration theory and L” spaces with
values in a Banach space E as developed by S. Lang [lg, Chapters X and XI].
We shall also use his terminology and definitions. C(,, ,8; E) is the Banach
space of all bounded continuous maps I(ol, /3)-+ E endowed with the usual
sup normI1 11~. CJ(II, /3; E) is the vector space of all continuous maps
1(a, /3) + E with compact support in I(ol, /3); ~?P(N,/3; E) is the vector space
of all m-measurable (m, the complete Lebesgue measure on R) maps
1(l(0l,/3) --+ E which are p integrable, 1 < p < co, or essentially bounded,
p = &; the natural Banach space associated with Z?s(ol,,6; E) is denoted
by Lqol, p; E) and the Lf’ norm by Ij /I9 .
Let b ~10, co]. Consider the following seminorm defined on 5P(---b, 0; E):
(IfW
%(f) = 1

+ llfl131’p for 1 d P < 02

(2.1)

m=4lf(O>l, IlflLJ for P = ~0 1’

Let A@(--& 0; E) denote the quotient space of 3p(---b, 0; E) by its linear
subspace S” = (f~ 9~ 1a,(f) = 0). It is a Banach space with norm 01~
and the following facts are easily verified.
PROPOSITION 2.1.
f b K(f)

(i)

The map

= (f(O), [f I&

: MP(--b,

0; E) + E x W-40;

E)

is a norm preserving isomorphisna when the product space is endowed with the
nom2

(I x Ia + llfllY”>
Il(%f >ll,,, = i
max(l x 1,Ilfllm),
(ii)
{f,J

l<p<co
p = 03.

(2.2)

For all f E M*(--6, 0; E), 1 < p < co, there exists an ol, sequence
of maps in C,(-b, 0; E) converging to f and such that fn(0) = f (0) for

all n.
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(iii) FOP 1 < p < co the linear subspace ((f(O), If&
of E x Lp(-b, 0; E) is deme.

\f~

C,(--6,

0; E))

(iv) If E is a re$exive Banach space and 1 < p < 00, the topological
iW(-b,
0; E)” of Ma(-b,
0; E) is isometrically isomorphic to &9(-b,
0;
q-l + p-l = 1. Each continuous linem functional A on MP(--6, 0; E)
the following representation in terms of a unique element g in Mq(-b, 0;
Af = (f (W, cd’W,

+ 1”

(f (4, g(Q),

do>

tJgE&P.

dual
E”),
has
E”):

fi

-b

Remarks.
The use of the spaces MP is not without precedent in the
literature of functional differential equations. Indeed motivated by problems
in continuum mechanics Coleman and Mizel [4, 51 have introduced spaces
analogous to MB. More specifically they considered a Banach space 8 of
maps4:]-co,O]+Ewithnorm

where k(B) > 0, fym K(6) d8 < co, dhjd6 2 0.
For problems of stability where we would like to consider equilibrium
solutions other than the zero solution only, it is clearly advantageous to use
the norm jl 111 [the nonzero constant functions do not belong to
Mp( - co, 0; E)]. Most of the results presented in this paper can be carried
through when we use the space 9 as defined above instead of lP.
On the other hand we were motivated by problems of optimal control
and with this in mind we have developed our theory using iW as the space
of initial data.
Let 01E R. Let ACp(ol, j3, E) be the vector space of all maps f: I(ol, /I) -+ E
which are differentiable almost everywhere in I(ol, 8) with derivative in
Bp(a?, /3; E) and such that
f(t)

= f (4 + 11 f

(4 &

t E I(a, p).

P-3)

The properties of the spaces AC” are summarized in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION

2.2.

np(f)
is a norm on AC”(a,

(i)

The functional

[If (41” + II df ldt l131’D> 1<p<co
p=CC
= Imaxli f (4, II df ldt IL&
/3; E).

(2.41
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(ii) AC*(a, p; E)
E x L”(ol, ,fT;E).

is a Banach space isometrically

isomorphic to

(iii) If E is a Banach space and 1 < p < CO, the topological dual
AC+, ,8; E)” of AO’(cx, ,!?;E) is isometrically isomorphic to ACq(a, /3; E*),
2-l + p-l = 1. Each continuous linear functional A on ACp(a, /3; E) has the
following representation in terms of a unique element g in ACq(a, p; E*):

Af = <f(a),g(% + 11(g (t),$$(t)) dt, f e AC?'. I
We shall also need certain FrCchet spaces to study the global Cauchy
problem. A systematic study of such spaces can be found in [9]. Let t,, be
an element of R and tl an element of [t,,, co]. Denote by rt(f) the restriction
of a mapf: [to, t,[ -+ E to the interval [to, t], t ~]t,, , tr[. Let L&.(to, tr ; E),
-W,&
, tl ; E> and GO& , tl ; E) be the vector spaces of all maps
X: [to, tr[ + E such that for all t in It,, , tl[, V*(X) is an element ofU(t, , tl ; E),
ACp(t, , tl ; E) and C(t,, , tl ; E), respectively. They are FrCchet spaces
when their topology is defmed by the saturated family of seminorms
So = 117rt(x)/IF, t in It,,, t,[, where F is L”, AC” or C, respectively. It is
easily seen that the spaces Cl,, , L&, and ACfO, all have the same structure.
In particular the topology generated by the family of seminorms (qt} is
equivalent to the initial topology generated by the family of maps {Z-J.

3. FORMULATION OF THE CAUCHY PROBLEM AND MAIN THEOREMS
Let E, N, a, 6,1(---b, 0), to, tr , {Oz}~Obe as defined in Section 1. In this
section we formulate the Cauchy problem in appropriate function spaces.
This leads to a theorem on global existence and uniqueness for Lipschitx
systems and to a theorem on global existence for CarathLodory systems.
We also establish the continuity of a solution with respect to its initial datum.
Our first objective is to give a precise formulation of the Cauchy problem
in appropriate function spaces. We start with JP(--b, 0; E) as the space
of initial data and with an arbitrary map

f: [to, tl[ x EN+l x LP(---b, 0; E)-+ E.

(3.1)

DEFINITION 3.1. (i) The global Cauchy problem on [t, , tl[ associated
with the map f: [t,, , tl[ x EN+l x 2+(-b, 0; E) -+ E and with the initial
datum h E 9(-b,
0; E) at time t,, consists of finding an element
x E AC&,(t,, , t, ; E) for which

4trJ) = h(O)

(3.2)
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and the map
(3.3)
satisfies the differentral equation
a.e. in [t(, ) t&

(3.4)

where BF+ Z*(0) = Z(t + 0): 1(---b, 0) -+ E. The map x will be termed a global
solution to the Cauchy problem in [to , t r [ with initial datum 12at time to.
(ii) The local Cauchy problem on [to, tl[ associated with the map f
/JEq. (3.1)] and with initial datum h E LD(--ZJ, 0; E) at time t, consists of
finding a real number 01,0 < 01< tl - to , for which the global Cauchy
problem on [to , to + CX]has a global solution in AG(t, , t, + ol; E). This
global solution on [t,, , t ,, + CL]is called a local solution to the Cauchy problem
on [tO , tr[ with initial datum h at time t, . 1
We shall now transform our differential equation in a form which has
advantages from a technical point of view. For this purpose we introduce
the product spaces Bp(-b, 0; E) = EN x &P(-b, 0; E) endowed with the
norm

where y = (yN ,..., y1 , yo) E B*(--6, 0; E). It is a Banach space isomorphic
to the product EN+l x Lp(-b, 0; E) w h en it is endowed with the norm (3.5)
since Mp(--b, 0; E) is isomorphic to E x Lp(--6, 0; E). The special form
of the differential equation (3.4) makes it possible to start with a map
fi [t,, , t,[ x Bp(-b, 0; E) -+ E.
It is also technically advantageous to introduce the concept of a memory
map. We abbreviate the spaces MQ(-b, 0; E) and Cl&t0 , f, ; E) with the
symbols il@ and Cl,, , respectively. Consider the closed linear subspace of
all (h, x) in M” x ClO, for which x(t,,) = h(O) and denote it AP 0 Cl,,, *
DEFINITION

3.2. The map
s I-+ (h 0 x)s : [t, , tJ -+ M”,

where
@ o X)8(@)= iqsxt

; y&,

-(s - to) < e < 0
otherwise
i’

is called the memory map of (h, x) in M” o ClO, and denoted h o D. 1

(3.7)
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With this last definition the global Cauchy problem of Definition 3.1 can be
slightly reformulated: givenf: [t,, , tJ x B”(---b, 0; E) find x E AC&,,(ta , tr ; E)
for which the memory map h 0 x associated with (h, x) E MP 0 Cl,, satisfies
the differential equation
@44(t)

= f@, +4

w>

a.e. in

[t, , tr[,

(3.8)

where the map

CJ: My 0 C,,, + @oc(to , t1; q---b,

0; E))

(3-9)

is defined by
+,

x)(t) = ((h o 4

(&)Y..,

(h o x)t (4), (h o X)8).

(3.10)

(This makes sense by Proposition 4.3.) Section 4 will be devoted to the last
delicate technical details associated with the maps
(3.11)

t ++ (h 0 x)t (R): [to , tl[ + E,
i = O,..., N, and

t e (h 0 x)~ : [to , tl[ -+ MP(-b,
used in the construction of a(h, x).
We now state our main results, the proofs
later in Section 5.

0; E)

of which

THEOREM
3.3. Let the map f: [to, tI[ x Bp(-b,O;
following properties:

(3.12)
will

be presented

E)-+ E have the

The map t E-+f (t, z): [t,, , tl[ -+ E is m measurable for all

(CAR-l)

czE Bp(-b, 0; E).
There exists a nolznegative function n in Ll”,,(t,, , tI ; R),
p-l + q-l = 1, such that for all x1 and x2 in Ba( -b, 0; E)
If(t, 4 - f (t, JG)I 6 n(t) II xl - x2 llB9, a.e. P0 , tJ.
The map t ef(t, 0): [t,, , tl[ + E is an elementofLi,,,(t,, , tI ; E).
(BC)
(LIP)

Then there exists a unique global solution 4(h) in AC&,(t,, , tI ; E) to the Cauchy
problem on [to, tl[ with initial datum h E Mn(-b, 0; E) at time t,, for the
hereditary difleerential system (3.8). Moreover the map
h I-+ 4(h) : Mp(--6, 0; E) --f AC&,

, t,; E)

(3.13)

is continuous and for all t E It,, , tl[
II +U4

- (b@)>ll,,~ G d(P, t - to) II h - h Ilw

for someconstant d(p, t - t,,) > 0.

(3.14)
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COROLLARY 3.4. In Theorem 3.3 if n E Lq(t,, , t, ; R) and the map
t~f(t,O):
[to, tJ+E
is in L’(t,, , t 1,* E), then #(A) E ACl(t,, , tl ; E) and
the map h t-+&h): &P-b,
0; E) -+ ACl(t,, , t, ; E) is continuous.
Remark.
Let f: [to, t,[ x B”(---6,O; E) -+ E satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.3. Denote by #(t; S,h) the solution at time c of the differential
system (3.8) with initial datum h E &P(---b, 0; E) at time S, to < s < t < t, .
This solution exists and is unique by Theorem 3.3. Denote by &t; s, h)
the element of MP(---b, 0; E) defined by

5)< @< 0)
ati SY
h&9= (b(t
qt+ +8;s,
0)h), -(t -otherwise
i;

(3.15)

&t; S,h) is the memory map of h and 4(.*, S, h) at time t with respect to time s.
The following semigroup properties are easily verified:
(i) &t; Y, h) = J(t; s, &s; r, h)), to < Y < s < t < t, ,
(ii)

&t; 2, h) = h, to < t < t, ,

(iii)

II&;

s, h) - &; s, 41Mg < C(P, t - 4 II h - k IIw

for some positive constant c(p, a) which is monotonically
a>o.
1
THEOREM 3.5.

Let h E lUp(-b,

increasing with

0; E) and let the map

f: [to, tl[ x Bp(-b,

0; E) -+ E

satisfy the following properties:

(CAR-l)
x E Bf’(-b,

The map t w

f

(t, x): [to, tl[ --+ E is m measurable for all

0; E).

The map z ++ f (t, x): Bp(-b,
(CAR-2)
almost all t in [to, tI[.

0; E) +- E is continuous for

Let V be a nonempty closed convex subset in Cl&t, , t, ; E),
(CAR-3)
and assume there exists a nonnegative map m (possibly dependent on h) in
L&(tO , tl ; R) szsch that

(a) the set
Kn =

is a subset of V,

i

I x(6,>= h(O),
t
y50, I 44 - WOI < i m(s) ds, Qt E It,,
to

x E Cm@,, , tl; E)

, tI[/

(3.16)
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(b)

andfor all x E V,, = (x E V 1x(tO) = h(O)},
I f(t, 44 x>(t))/ G m(t),

a.e. in

[t, , ti[.

(3.17)

Then there exists at least one global solution in AC&,(t,, , tl ; E) to the Cauchy
problem with initial datum h E Mp(-b, 0; E) at time to .
COROLLARY 3.6.

If

m EU(t, , tI ; R), theglobal solution is in ACl(t, , tI ; E).

The set V can be defined pointwise. Let {V(t)},G,,o,t,r
be
of closed convex subsets of E. When it is not empty, the set
V = (x E CIoc(to , tl ; E) j x(t) f V(t)} is closed and convex in C&t, , t., ; E).
The converse is not true since the image of an arbitrary closed convex set V
in Cl&t,, , tl ; E) under the map x t-+ x(t): C&t0 , tl ; E) + E is convex
but not necessarily closed. This alternative
method of defining V was
originally introduced by Caratheodory [3] in the context of ordinary differential equations. He chose V(t) = {.z E Rn 1 1x - x0 / < b) for some positive
nonzero constant b and x,, E Rn.
(2) The local Cauchy problem arises when the set Vm Q V. In such
circumstances we seek an 01,tl - to> 01> 0, for which rtr+,( V,) C rrtO+& Y)
where the map rrtO+, : Cl,,(t, , tl ; E) + C(tO , to+ ol; E) is the restriction
of the elements of Cl,,(t, , t, ; E) to the interval [t, , t, + ~1.
(3) The introduction
of the set V, is due to C. Corduneanu [7].
The hypotheses
(CAR-l),
(CAR-2)
and (CAR-3)
are the classical
Caratheodory hypotheses [3]; (LIP) is the Lipschitz hypothesis for uniqueness; and (BC) is the hypothesis first introduced by A. Bielecki [2] and
C. Corduneanu [7] in the context of global differential systems for continuous
maps f.

Remarks. (1)

a family

THEOREM 3.7. Let the mapf: [to , t,[ x Bp(--6, 0; E) + E sattify hypotheses (CAR-l) and (CAR-2). Let N(h) 6e a neighborhood of h in A@‘(-b, 0; E).
As in Theorem 3.5 we assume that there exist a nonempty closedconvex subset V
of Cl&t,, , t, ; E) and a nonnegative map m in Li,,(t, , t, ; R) such that hypotheses(a) and (b) be satisjed for all k E N(h). Finally assumethat for h the solution
4(h) is unique in AC&,,(t, , t, ; E). Then for all sequences(kJ in N(h) converging
to h there exists a subsequenceof solutions {$(k,)) which converges to 4(h) in

AC:,&

>t, ; El.

COROLLARY 3.8. Let the hypothesesof Theorem 3.7 hold. If m ELl(t, , t, ; R),
the subsequence{$(kn,)> converges to 4(h) in ACl(t,, , t, ; E).
Remark.
Theorem
differential equations.

3.7 was first proved by Caratheodory

[3] for ordinary
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Remark. The results of Theorem 3.3 up to Corollary 3.8 remain true
with the space C(-a, 0; E) in place of the spaces BQ(---a, 0; E) and
A@(---a, 0; E). This involves minor technical changes in the proofs.
The proofs of the theorems (Section 5) will proceed via several lemmas
and propositions (Section 4).
4. PROPERTIES OF THE MEMORY MAP AND THE MAP cr
In the remainder of this paper the spaces Mq---6, 0; E), Bp(-b, 0; E),
-Q(--6, 0; E) ad Cwc(to , t, ; E) will be abbreviated 80, BP, LP and Cl,, 9
respectively. Whatever be the local function space, vti(S) will denote
the restriction of the map f defined on [t,, , tl[ to the interval [t,) t],
t in It,, tl[. We shall also use the concept of a memory map for the
product space C(--6, 0; E) x C(t, , t; E), C(-b, 0; E) x C~Oc(t,, tr ; E) and
M~(-b, 0; E) x Cr,,(t, , t, ; E). In each instance we shall consider the
closed linear subspace of all pairs (la, X) for which x(&J = h(0).
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 1 < p < GO.

(i) For all t ilz [t, , tl[
s$zyt, ilch ’ x)s 11~9< iI h 11~+ c(P> t - to>il “t(X)llC(t,,t:E~ T
where c(p,

t

- to) = max(1, (t - ta)ll~), and

max{llh IID, II~t(~)llc(t,,t;~)~
G sx$, II@o& ILL .
(ii)

(4.1)

(4.2)

The map
(h, x) I-+ h 0 x: M” QCl,, -+ Cl@& , t1 ; MP)

(4.3)

is an isomorphism (cf. Definition 3.2).
Proof. (i) By definition of the memory map.
(ii) If we can prove that the map t t-+ (h o x)~ is continuous, then the
map (4.3) is an isomorphism by inequalities (4.1) and (4.2). Firstly it is
easy to show that for (12,z) in C,(--6, 0; E) o Cl,, the map t t+ (h 0 x)~ is
continuous. Then we use the density of C,(--B, 0; E) in Mp(-b, 0; E)
[cf. Proposition 2.l(ii)].
Pick any (h, x) in A@‘(-b, 0; E) 0 C&t,, , tl ; E). There exists a sequence
(h,} in C,(-b, 0; E) for which h,(O) = h(0) and h,-+h in L”(-b, 0; E)
[Proposition 2.l(ii)]. Notice that h, 0 x is in C&t,, , t, ; C(-b, 0; E)) for
all n. By definition
ll(h 0 4 - (hn 0 6 llw = [I h(O)- %dOP 5 II12- fin li~l”‘”

= IIh - 42 IID.
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The continuity of the map t ++ (h o x)~ is now a consequence of the following
sequence of inequalities: for any t and t’ in [t,, , tI[
II@ I34, -

(h o X)t’ II&p

This and inequality
(4.1) establish that h o x E Cl&t,, , t, ; Mp). The map
(4.3) is clearly linear and it is easy to verify that it is bijective.
1
PROPOSITION

(i)

Given

4.2.

< co, and e EI(-b,

, t, ; E) that we shall denote by (h 0 z)(O).

For all t E It,, , t,[

[/IO I@0 x),(ql” qp
(iii)

0).

(h, x) E MP 0 Cl,, , the map t I-+ (h 0 x)~ (0): [to , tl[ ---f E is

an element ofI&(to
(ii)

1 <p

< IIh II9+ (t - tcP s$;s, I xNl*

(4.4)

TIze map
(h, x) t-+ (h 0 x)(e)

: MD 0 Cl,,

--t!%&

, t1;q

(4.5)

is linear, injective and continuous.
Proof.
Moreover

By definition of the memory map (h o z)(0) is clearly m measurable.
it is easy to show that

[sIo I@0 4dW ds]l” G IIh I/B+ (t - wp II~tWc(t,,t:E) *
Hence (h 0 x)(e) is in I&,(t, , tl ; E). This establishes the proposition
a
the linearity and the injectivity of the map (4.5) are obvious.
Counterexample

since

to Proposition 4.1 for M”

For completeness we construct an example of a pair (h, x) EM” 0 CIO,
for which the map t t-+ (h o ZC)~: [t,, , tl[ -+ M” is not continuous. Let to = 0,
tl = 2, x = 0 and

-2<e<--1

h(e)= I;, -1 < e < 0,
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where e E E has norm equal to 1. Then

Hence (h 0 x)i = 0 and

Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 are now combined to obtain the precise results
necessary in the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.5.
4.3.

PROPOSITION

(i)

Letp

be an integer, 1 <p

< co.

The map
0 : Mp(--b,

0; E) 0 Go&,,

, t,; E) -U&t,

, tl; BP),

(4.4)

de$ned as
t t-+ u(h, x>(t) = ((h 0 x>t (h.J,..., (h 0 x)t (Q, (h 0 @t): [f, , t1[ --+ B”,

(4.7)

is linear and continuous.
(Ii)

For all t E [t,, , tJ

[I:, II u(h, x)(s)ll;. ds]“’
where h(p, t -

G YP, t -

to) = [l + (t -

t#lp][N

toNi h l/D + II ~&)llC(t,,t;d~
+ 1 + (t -

ta)l’p] > 0.

(iii) Let K: MD -+ E x Lp be the isomorphism of Proposition
(x, g) E Cl,, X L” let
gx = ~-l(&>,

g>*

(4.8)

2.1. For

(4.9)

Fix g in Lp and t in [t,, , tl[. Then for all x, y in CI,,
II +I?

9x>(t) -

where c’(p, t -

4%

- Y>(al,D < C’(P, t -

t,) = (N + 1 + c(p, t -

to) II 4X

- Y)llC(to,t;E) 3 (4.10)

t,,)9)l/p.

Proof. (i) o(h, x) is an element of L,P,,(t, , t, ; BP) by Propositions 4.1(G)
and 4.2(iii) and the fact that Cl&to , t, ; Mp) is a subspace of L&,,(t,, , t, ; MP).
The map a is linear by its very construction. It is continuous by continuity
of the maps (4.3) and (4.5).
(ii) From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4) and the definition
inequality (4.8).

of o(h, x)(t), we obtain
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Again by definition

and

Ilk, a 4 - (&I OY>t II@ = IlKg, - &A o (x -

II&p

Yh

< Ii& - g, Ii: + c(p>t - &>11
dx - y)ih,,t;E,
G a4 t - to)II7(x -

[Iby linearity of (h D x)$ in (aZ,X) and the inequality
and (4.12) establish inequality (4.10). 1
To summarize

the situation

we have constructed

u : M” 0 ClOC + L&&
with the following

two properties

(4.12)

Y)lldt,.t;E)
(4.1)]. Inequalities

(4.11)

a map
(4.13)

, t,; B’)

for all t E]& , tl[:

G WY t - tdll h II?,+ II~tc$llcl~

(4.14)

, YN>ll,D < C’(P,t - to) I/7(X - Y>llc

(4.15)

[f II44 mig9 qp
(h, x) E I’vP o CI,, , and

II4& ,a> - &

for all x, y E Cl,, and g ELM. All structural properties of the system are
contained in the couple (BP, 0). The map o bears a certain similarity to the
lag function introduced by G. S. Jones [16], but there is a fundamental
difference. Jone’s lag function 01is defined on the time variable to generate
a hereditary time set:
(4.16)

a: R-tsz,
where L? denotes the set of all closed subsets of
Here 01would be defined as

R which

are bounded above.

a(t)= (t + e, ,...)t + e,, t,qt - b,t)}.

(4.17)

(h o LV)~stored in a memory at time t”
The map u acts on the “information
and samples what the system needs at time t, precisely u(h, x)(t).It is felt
that it is technically advantageous to work with the map CFas defined here
rather than working with set-valued maps in the lag-function
approach.
In fact the a-map approach allows us to handle existence, uniqueness and
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continuity questions for variable time delays in a natural manner, once
certain measurability questions are taken care of.
LEMMA

the$rst

4.4. (Caratheodory).
two Carath6odory

(CAR-l)

Assume the mapf:
hypotheses:

[t, , tl[ x BP -+ E satisj?es

t h f (t, z) is m-measurable for jixed z;

(CAR-2)
x H f (t, x) is continuous on BP fog almost all t in [tO , tl[.
Then for any m-measurable map y: [to , tl[ -+ BP the map

t ++f?J(t>
= f (t, y(t)>: t&J>q - E:

(4.18)

is m measurable.
Proof. There exists a sequence of step maps s, converging almost everywhere toy. It is sufficient to show that

(1) (f,> is a sequence of m-measurable maps, and
(2) (f,> converges almost everywhere to f,

.

By the hypothesis (CAR-2)

f&l = f(t, ST&))+ f (4 YW = f#>
for almost all t since s,(t) -+ y(t) for almost all t. Let s(t) be an arbitrary
step map defined on [t, , tl[. Its most general form is

where Y >, 1 is a positive integer and the AZ’s are Lebesgue measurable
disjoint subsets of [to , t,[ the union A = c)LI A, of which has finite measure.
Then

fs(t>= f@Ts(t))= f(4 w - x&l f &(G 4 X&w
is clearly the sum of N + 1 m-measurable maps by the hypothesis (CAR-l).

a

Remark.
The proof of the above lemma is essentially Caratheodory’s
original proof [J, p. 6651.
We now know that under hypotheses (CAR-l) and (CAR-2) the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.8) as a function of t,

t bf (t, 45 4(t>>:l%,>t,E- J-C

(4.19)

is m-measurable. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 3.3 or 3.5 it will be
505/12/2-2
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established that the map (4.19) is an element of Li,,(t, , t, ; E). It would be
good to have this formulation
of the problem right from the beginning.
However this last fact is obtained via different sets of hypotheses (Theorems 3.3 and 3.5).

5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3.3, 3.5 AND 3.7
5.1. Auxiliary

Results

The proof of Theorem 3.3 will make use of the Banach fixed-point
[12, p. 3051 and some techniques borrowed from A. Bielecki
C. Corduneanu [7].

theorem
[2] and

LEMMA 5.1. (Bielecki,
Corduneanu).
Let n E Z&,Jto , tl ; R) be a nonnegative function, and 01,0 < 01< 1, be given. The inequality

g(s)
ds
<dt),tEk-J
Yt1c
st4s)
to

(5.1)

has a solution in Cloc(t, , t, ; R) which is strictly positive and nondecreasing.
In particular the following function is a solution of (5.1):
g&> = exp 1-l

sIo 4s) dsj ,

t E PO , tl[-

(5.2)

Remark. The introduction of the function g, in the context of “global
differential equations” is due to A. Bielecki [2]. Thereafter this idea was
successfully used by C. Corduneanu [7, 61 in the global case.
Let 01,0 < a: < 1, g, be given by (5.2) and t E]&, , tl[.
maps defined on [to , t]
with values in E endowed with the norm
5.2.

DEFINITION

C=(t,, , t; E) will denote the space of all continuous

IIXII01
= gFt, iI ~wLWl*
Remark.

I

CJt,, , t; E) and C(t, , t; E) are equal as sets and equivalent

as

Banach spaces.
LEMMA

5.3 (Corduneanu

and t E It, , tlL

[7]).

For all (II, 0 < 01< 1, x E Cloc(tO, tl ; E)
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5.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3
(1)

For arbitrary (h, x) E MB 0 Cl,, consider the map
t -f@,

x>(t) = f (4 o(h, %J(t)): [% , tJ -

(5.4)

E.

We claim f(h, x) GJ!&,(~, , tl ; E). By the hypotheses (LIP) the map f is
continuous in z for almost all t E [to, tl[; hence hypotheses (CAR-l) and
(CAR-2) are satisfied. Also o(h, X) ~L&,(to , tl ; BP) (Proposition 4.3). By
Lemma 4.4f(h, X) is m-measurable. Also for all t ~]ts 9ti[
j;, If@, +)I

A d j:

If@> 44

-f

(5.5)

0, O>l A +

By the hypothesis (BC), the last term on the right is finite. By hypothesis
(LIP) and by Proposition 4.3
t I
J’t, If@, 4(4 - f (s>011 ds G II d~)ll,
G II da

II d+

d)II,

wh t - tcI)~~l
h 112,
-t- II 44llCl~

This shows that f(h, X) ELfoc(to , tl ; E).
(2)

To establish the continuity of the map
(h, x) t-y&,

x) : Mp 0 Cl,, - &(to

, tl; E)

we use the following inequalities [Proposition 4.3, Eq. (4.8)]:
II df’(h,

x) - .f(k y))II, < Ilo a(s) II +k x)(s) - +, Y)($,

ds

G II ~t(n)lh k(A t - h)lll h - h lb + II T(X - y)il~I.
(5.6)
(3)

Fix h”E M” and let (Lo, @) = I

(Definition

2.1). Consider the

map
x H l&l = &(x(t,),

k): C~,,(t, , t, ; E) -+ MP.

By construction (&l, X) E Mp 0 CIO, for all x E CIOc [Proposition 4.3(G)].
We define the map
t I-+ &(x)(t)

= ho + j;of(&l,

x)(s) ds : [to, tl[ -

E.
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From part (1) we conclude that of E AC&,(& , tr ; E) which is a subspace of
C~Oc(t,, tI ; E). So for each t E It,, , tr[ and an arbitrary 01,0 < (Y< 1, to be
chosen later, we have a map

since C&t,, , t; E) and C(t,, , t; E) are equal as sets and have equivalent
norms. We show that for some a = B such a map is a contraction mapping.
For arbitrary x and y in C’=(t,,, t; E) and t’ E [t,, , t],

[Proposition 4.3(Z)]. But

by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 and
II 4%~)

- mY))llc,

G C’(P, t - 43)a II 4x

- Y>llc, *

(5.9)

Since c’(p, t - t,,) > 1 (Proposition 4.3) there exists B, 0 < Z < 1, such
that Zc’(p, t - to) = l/2. By the Banach fixed-point theorem [12, p. 3051,
~~(0~) has a unique fixed point. By definition this fixed point is in
ACl(t,, , t; E). So it is the unique solution in AG(tO , t; E) of the differential
equation (3.4). Finally for each t in ]to , t r [ there exists a unique solution it
on [t,, , t]. For t, < t < t’ < Z, the restriction rrtt(xt’) to [to , t] of the solution 8 on [to , t’] is also a solution on [to , t] which is necessarily equal to xt
by uniqueness. Hence there exists a unique x E AC&,,(to, t, ; E) such that
rt(x) = 9, which is the sought global solution.
(4) The continuity of the map (3.13) is also obtained via the spaces
C, . Let x and y be solutions corresponding to h and k, respectively. Fix
t E]& , tl[. To compute I( rt(x - y)llac~ we need jl ~~(x - y)Ij,. For all

+E[to, tl
I 4~) - Yk)l G j Jl, m4

4(4 -.f&

Y)(4) A( + I w9 - WI

(5.10)
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and by Proposition 4.3(iii), hypothesis (LIP) and inequality (4.8)
I :, If?(h, 4(s) -f@,
< j-, If&A

YM

ds

4(s) -f&A

YM

ds + (

I.fW, Y)(S) -&GA

r)(s)l ds

< s T 4s) C’(P, t - &I) ft‘“; I 4~) - y(y)1 ds
0,s
10

+ II~t@ollcl
k(P, t - to>IIA1- @ IL3

(5.11)

G QC’(P,t - to)g,(r) II4~ - ~)llc, + IId4li, k(P, t - to)IIA1- k1IL.
(5.12)
If we substitute (5.12) in inequality (5.10) and divide both sides by g=(r)
we obtain by taking the maximum over [to, t],

II4~ - YII,, < 4~, t - to>II4~ - Y) llc, -I- d,(P, t - fo)IIh - fzIIMe9
where ddp, t - to) = 1 + IIs(411qk(p, t - to), and
IIdo - r>llc < II4~ - y>llc, d 2d,(p, t - 4,)IIh1- k1 IID (5.13)
by choice of 2. (In the above we made use of the fact that (g,(r))” < 1,
YE [to, t] [see Eq. (5.2)].) Finally from inequalities (5.11) and (5.13) we

obtain IIrrt(x - y)llAcl <

d(p,

t - to)lj h - k jIMa,where

d(P, t - to) = 1 + IId4ll, [2c’(p, t - to)@- W” 4~3 t - to)

+

k(PYt -

4s I

(5.14)

Remark. With C(-a, 0; E) in place of B+-a, 0; E) and il@(---a, 0; E)
the map u becomes o(h, x)(t) = (h 0 x)$ , t E [to , t,[, and the mapfis defined
as in Eq. (5.4). Fix h”E C(-a, 0; E) and define the map uf on the subspace
s = (x E Go&,
, tl ; E) / x(t,) = h(O)} of C&t, ) tl ; E) as follows:

t b+ c7f(x)(t) = h”(0) + Q(h,

x)(s) ds : [to , tl[ -+ E.

With the above definitions the proof of Theorem 3.3 remains correct.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 3.5
(1) V, is clearly closed and convex by definition. We show that for
all x E V, , the map

t t-jf(t, u(h, 4(t)>: [to , tl[ - E

(5.15)
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, tI ; E). For each x E V, , the map

t w u(h, x)(t): [to , tl[ -+ B”
is in L&,(t, , tI ; BP) by Proposition
4.3 since (h, x) E IW 0 Cl,, . Hence
hypotheses (CAR-l),
(CAR-2) and Lemma 4.4 establish the m measurability
of the map (5.15). The assertion is now true by part (b) of the hypothesis
(CAR-3) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
(2)

The map x I-+ U,(x):

V,, --+ C’l,,(t, , tl ; E) which is defined by

now makes sense. Moreover

for all t E [to , t,[,

and U&)(tJ

U,(x) E V, C V. But

= h(O). Thus

V,=V,nV,CVnV,=V,.
So the image of the map U, is contained in V,, .

(3)

Let

M(s)= j, m(v)&

s6 [to>t1[-

(5.17)

M is uniformly continuous on compact subsets of [to , tl[ and monotonically
increasing in [t,, , t,[. For arbitrary s and t in [t,, , tl[ and any x E V,,
I U&4(t)

-

u&)(s)1

G ) sp(v~
d I M(t)

For

4,4(4)
-

each t ~]t~, t,[ the family

dv -

j;of(v,

44

4(v)> dv j
(5.18)

M(s)l.
m$(U,( V,,)) is equicontinuous.

Also

for

sErtll>tl

and w~(U,(V,>) is an equicontinuous

and uniformly

bounded

family,

hence
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a relatively compact subset of C(t, , t; E) by Ascoli’s lemma [18, p. 2111,
Finally U,(V,) is relatively compact in C&t, , t, ; E), since for alI t in
It,, , tl[ the set xt(C) is relatively compact in C(t,, , t, ; E).
(4) Finally to show U, is continuous on V,, pick any point x E V, and
consider an arbitrary Cauchy sequence (xn> of points in V, converging to x.
Let g,(t) = f(t, o(h, x&t)), g(t) = f(t, u(h, x)(t)). By definition of D
4% X7&) - 4,

a.e. in

x)(t)

[to , tr[

when x, + X; and by hypothesis (CAR-2)
&L(t) -g(t),

a.e. in

[to , tl[.

By part (b) of the hypothesis (CAR-3), the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem can be applied and for all t ~]t,, , t,[
d&J

-+ 7(g)

in Ll(t, , t; E),

that is, gn -+ g in Li,,,(t, , tl ; E). By continuity of the integral

and hence UY(~n)-+ U,(X).
(5) The map U, : V, -+ V, is continuous and U,(VJ is relatively
compact. The theorem is now true by the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem
[13, Corollary 3.6.2, p. 163 and Remarks, p. 1641. 1
Remark.

and Bq--a,

The proof also holds with C(--a, 0; E) in place of MP(---a, 0; E)
0; E).

5.4. Proof of Theorem 3.7

The existence of a solution +(k) E AC&,(tO , t, ; E) is guaranteed for all
k E N(h). Pick a sequence {k,] in N(h) converging to h. There exists a subsequence of {knf (also denoted {kn>) which converges almost everywhere to h.
For each k, choose a solution X, . For t E ]to , tI[ the set {QT~(x,))~,~is an
equicontinuous family of maps on [to, t] since
I %(4 - %&‘)I G I M(s) - Jw)l
[Eq. (5.18)] and s H rr$(M)(s): [to , t] + R is uniformly
[to , t]; it is also uniformly bounded since

I G.(S)- W)l G I WO - W)l + M(t)

continuous

on
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and a converging sequence is bounded. By Ascoli’s lemma [lS, p. 2111 the
set @r,(x,) 1n E N} is relatively compact. Hence the set {x, 1n E N> is relatively
compact in Cl&t,, & ; E) (as in the proof of Theorem 3.5). Therefore there
exists a subsequence, also denoted (xn>, converging to some y E Cl&to , t, ; E)
as k -+ 00. By definition of (T
k,-+h

a.e. in

I(+

0)

and
a.e. in

[t, , tI[.

by the continuity of the map x ~f(s, z): MD-+ E for fixed s, hypothesis
(CAR-3) on N(h) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
Finally

y(t) = ii x&) = $2 [k,(O)+ fofCs>4ka 3~nXs>>
ds]
= k(o) + 1” f(s, +>Y)(s)) ds>
to

t E prJ>t1[.

This means that y is a solution with initial datum A. By uniqueness y is
necessarily equal to x and X, -+ x as k, -+ h. 1
Remark. The proof also applies with C(-a, 0; F) in place of @(-a,
and M*(--a, 0; E).

0; E)

Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.7 is essentially CarathCodory’s proof [3]
with obvious technical changes.
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